
Big table surface  9
for easy and safe 
working

Full cabinet stand  9
with toe space - 
excellent bracing & 
easy to keep clean

Mitre slide included for small parts 9

T slots on both sides 9

Anodised aluminium self-aligning rip  9
fence with fast double clamping

Precision rip fence setting by rack & pinion 9

Powerful 3HP motor for heavy rips 9

TCT sawblade included 9

Trusted by tradesmen 
 for over 60 years

Ascent Sawbench

SPECIFICATIONS
Table Size 1175mm wide x 800mm deep
Table Construction 35mm thick webbed cast-iron
Sawblade 254mm x 25.4mm bore - a commonly available size
Saw Speed 3000rpm
Max Cutting Depth at 0° 75mm. Rise & fall by smooth-running handwheel, with height lock
Max Cutting Depth at 45° 60mm. Tilt runs freely on cast iron trunnions. Easy reading (1° = 5mm)
Max Distance Saw to Rip Fence 630mm. Rips a 1220mm sheet in half
Max Crosscut Capacity at 90° 1400mm

Dust Extraction Take-off 100mm diameter + 30mm takeoff at saw hood
Motor Input 3hp single phase, 50Hz totally enclosed fan cooled
Net Weight (approx) 190kg - heavy construction absorbs vibration for high-quality cutting
* The Manufacturer reserves the right to amend specifications without notice
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FEATURES

SA250

www.jacks.co.nz

12 Mth 
full warranty  
from JACKS. 

Trusted by  Kiwi 
Tradesmen for 

60 years

http://www.jacks.co.nz
http://www.jacks.co.nz


Trusted by tradesmen 
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Getting the right machine is important, but so is 
where you buy it. If you look around, you’ll find  
similar machines at similar prices, sometimes 
even a bit cheaper. So why buy from Jacks?
 
Jacks is for real. 
We’ve been here for over 60 years. If your 
home is post-WWII we probably supplied the 
machines used by the builder and joiner. And 
the ones which made your furniture. We’ll still 
be here when you need us. If you buy from a 
hole-in-the-wall company or a website with no 
address, who knows? 

Jacks provides after sales service.   
Our Service Dept is bigger than Sales. 
Customers big and small all over NZ depend on 
us to keep their machines running. Jacks isn’t a 
sell and forget company.

Jacks warranty really does protect you.
Our warranty is the same whether your 
machine costs a million dollars or a thousand. 
It’s on our website. Read the small print, and 
you’ll find we give very full protection. Insist on 
a written warranty statement from the others. 
Then check to see what’s excluded. You may 
get a surprise. 

Jacks stock spare parts.  
We don’t have every single part, but at last 
count, there were over 5,000 different parts in 
stock, worth more than $2m. Ask to see them, 
if you like. Then ask the others. 

At Jacks, we know what we’re doing. 
When you’re buying a machine, you want to 
deal with competent people. Jacks is full of 
“machinery people” who never do anything 
else. Average service length is over 12 years.  

Jacks has a reputation to lose.  
The SMI models selected by Jacks are made 
in several Chinese factories. Our engineers 
go there and literally pull machines to pieces. 
Changes they order become part of a special 
model variant specific to Jacks. We pay more 
to get the build quality and specification level 
we require, because we have a 60 year old 
reputation to lose. So even if another machine 
looks the same, ask yourself the question: “Can 
I really be sure?” We don’t think so. 

At Jacks, we’ll be competitive. 
Bulk buying keeps us competitive, despite the 
extra cost of doing business “the Jacks way”. 
Sometimes our price might be a little more, but 
we think you’ll find it reasonable, because we 
add value in many ways the others can’t.

The Jacks way...
We sell machines that don’t come back, to 
customers who do. That’s been the Jacks way 
for over 60 years. Some things never change. 

The Jacks Way SA250 Sawbench

A rigid fence is essential for accuracy. 
Strength comes from the fence itself, 
and the rails which support it, front 
and rear. The width of the fence 
mounting helps it to run smoothly.

Precision rip fence setting by rack & 
pinion. This is included but you don’t 
have to fit it. Some people prefer to 
set the fence by hand.

For NZ’s largest range of home workshop machinery visit: 
www.jacks.co.nz

Ascent

Ascent

ASK JACKS
Sales  0800 332 288
Spares  0800 502 000
Service  0800 522 577

www.jacks.co.nz 19 Allens Rd, East Tamaki 
159 Ferry Road, Christchurch

Unusually, the rip fence can be positioned on both sides. Useful as 
an adjustable stop for mitre slide work. Can also be good in a small 
shop where space is tight.

Cast iron 
mitreslide

Hood guard with 30mm dust take-off, rises/falls/tilts 
with riving knife to meet NZ safety standard

Heavy alloy rear rail for rip 
fence support and clamping

100mm dust take-off with branch to hood guard

http://www.jacks.co.nz
http://www.jacks.co.nz
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